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Note on reading files

In many cases, you will need to read a file and process each line at a time (for example,
in the myman.sh script). Here are two possible solutions:

Using a while loop

Remember the read command that, among other uses, allows you to display a message
at the prompt and store the user’s answer in a variable:

read -p "Do you want to proceed? (y/n) " ans

if [ "$ans" = "y" -o "$ans" = "Y" ]

then

...

else

...

fi

Here we want to read not from the prompt, but from a line, and we want to read one
line at a time. Remember that if we use a pipe

car foo.txt | cmd

the command cmd is given each line of foo.txt at a time. How about using as command
something like read myline ( myline is the name I give to the line currently passed by
cat)? The only problem is read will give an error message when all lines from foo.txt

have been consumed by cat. One way to solve this is to use a while loop of the form

cat foo.txt | while read myline ...
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The while loop can be quite long, so split it in your script with a backslash \. Here is
how the script will look like:

cat foo.txt | \

while read myline

do

<process $myline>

done

Using head and tail to extract a line

Alternatively, you can first count the total number of lines in the file, and then use a
loop construct to extract each line. To count the number of lines, use

nl=‘cat foo.txt | wc -l‘

There is one problem here: the result of wc may have same spaces at the beginning,
and so whenever you want to use nl as a string, you will get an error. For this, use for
example sed to remove spaces:

nl=‘cat foo.txt | wc -l | sed ’s/ *\([0-9]\)/\1’‘

You can now use a variable i, initially 1, to extract each of the nl lines. How can you
extract exactly the ith line? One solution: first extract the first i lines, and then the last

of these lines. This is simple because you can use two built-in commands in UNIX: head

and tail. Both commands take a file as argument (actually, they can take multiple files
as arguments). By default, head returns the first 10 lines in the file, and tail returns
the last 10 lines in a file. Use the -n option to specify exactly how many lines to extract.
Here is how the script looks like:

nl=‘cat foo.txt | wc -l | sed ’s/ *\([0-9]\)/\1’‘

i=1

while [ "$i" -le "$nl" ]

do

myline=‘cat foo.txt | head -n $i | tail -n 1‘

<process $myline>

i=‘expr $i + 1‘

done
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